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	2018/10/22 Braindump2go 300-101 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 300-101 Real

Exam Questions: 1.|2018 Latest 300-101 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 739Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-101.html2.|2018 Latest 300-101 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUlpIeEc2YV9vRDg?usp=sharingQUESTION 655Which option

is the best for protecting CPU utilization on a device?A.    fragmentationB.    COPPC.    ICMP redirectsD.    ICMP unreachable

messagesAnswer: BQUESTION 656Which NAT command do you enter to disable dynamic ARP learning on an interface?A.   

R1(config-if)#ip nat enableB.    R1(config-if)#ip nat insideC.    R1(config)#ip nat seriveD.    R1(config-if)#ip nat outsideE.   

R1(config)#ip nat allows-static-hostAnswer: EQUESTION 657Which two statements about EVN are true?A.    It supports IPv6

traffic.B.    It can support up to 16 VNs.C.    It uses redistribution to share routes between VNs.D.    It supports SSM only.E.    A

configuration can be based on an existing VRF configurationAnswer: CEQUESTION 658What does stateful NAT64 do that

stateless NAT64 does not do?A.    Stateful NOT64 maintains bindings of IPv4 to IPv6 link-local addresses.B.    Stateful NAT64

translates IPv4 to IPv6.C.    Stateful NAT64 translates IPv6 to IPv4.D.    Stateful NAT64 maintains bindings or session state while

performing translation.Answer: DQUESTION 659What are two impotant differences between OSPFv2 and OSPFv3 (Choouse

two.)A.    Only OSPFv3 provides support for IPv6.B.    Only OSPFv3 automatically chooses a router ID for the local device.C.   

Only OSPFv3 supports multiple OSPF instances on a single link.D.    Only OSPFv3 automatically enable interfaces when you create

them in device configuration mode.E.    Only OSPFv3 automatically detects OSPF neighbors on an NBMA interface.Answer: AC
QUESTION 660Which adverse event can occur as a consequence of asymmetric routing on the network?A.    vulnerability to a

man-in the - middle atackB.    inadventent HSRP active router preemptionC.    errdisabled portD.    unicast floodingAnswer: D
QUESTION 661Which feature can automatically assign IP addresses in a PPPoE environment?A.    DHCPB.    BOOTPC.    PPPD.  

 APPAAnswer: CQUESTION 662Refer to the exhibit. How does R1 handle the route to netowk 10.1.80.0.0/24? A.    R1

redistributes network 10.1.80.0/24 into EIGRP without changing the maskB.    R1 changes the mask to /32 and then redistributes

network 10.1.80.0/24 into EIGRP as a classful networkC.    R1 changes the mask to /32 and then redistributes network 10.1.80.0/24

into EIGRP as a classless networkD.    R1 fails to redistribute network 10.1.80.0/24 into EIGRPAnswer: AQUESTION 663Which

STP feature can reduce TCNs on ports that are connected to end devices?A.    BPDU guardB.    Root guardC.    PortFastD.   

BackboneFastAnswer: CQUESTION 664Which command must you configure globally to support RIPng?A.    ip routingB.    ip cef

C.    ipv6 enableD.    ipv6 unicast-routingAnswer: DQUESTION 665Which protocol does VRF-Lite support?A.    IS-ISB.    ODRC.

   EIGRPD.    IGRPAnswer: C!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 300-101 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 739Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-101.html2.|2018 Latest 300-101 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=6lHfKlW8bNY 
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